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PREFACE

In the course of University of Minnesota investigations in the
period 1977-1980 concerned with nuclear waste isolation, several
computer codes were developed for analysis of stress, displace-
ment and temperature due to heat sources in a rock mass. One of
these codes, HEFF, is an indirect formulation of the boundary
element method. It is appropriate for plane strain analysis of
thermoelastic response of a rock mass with constant or decaying
heat sources.

Several people contributed to the original development of HEFF,
including D. L. Peterson, R. D. Hart, C. M. St. John, and B.
Brady. An operating version of the code was released in 1980,
through Rockwell Hanford Operations and the Department of Ener-
gy-

This manual documents HEFF Version 2.0. The original code has
been revised to allow execution on a PC-AT or compatible ma-
chine. Modifications include a new routine for calculating the
terms of the coefficient matrix used in the analysis, and vari-
ous segments employed for transformation of stress and displace-
ment under a rotation of coordinate axes have been replaced.

The major improvement to the code has been the implementation of
routines for free-field input of problem data, and a post-
processor for graphical presentation of data generated during
job execution. -



1.0 THE COMPUTER CODE HEFF: A BOUNDARY ELEMENT ROUTINE

The boundary element method is a technique for analysis of

stress and displacement in solid bodies subject to known condi-

tions of imposed surface loading. It differs from other compu-

tational methods in that discretization of the interior of the

problem domain is avoided. The analysis is effected through a

discretization of the surfaces defining the problem domain, such

as the surfaces of excavations. The result of this reduced

level of discretization (compared with finite element or finite

difference methods) is that problem size increases with the sur-

face area of excavations, rather than the volume of the problem

domain. The method is therefore highly appropriate for the

semi-infinite and infinite body problems arising in excavation

design in rock.

The program HEFF is the FORTRAN code of an indirect for-

mulation of the boundary element method for plane strain thermo-

elastic analysis. The simplicity of the method of analysis,

ease of data presentation for analysis, and efficiency of the

solution procedure suggest that HEFF may be useful for analysis

of many of the problems posed by the emplacement of heat sources

in a conductive, stressed medium. The formulation of the solu-

tion procedure makes it most appropriate for parameter studies

of the interaction of heat-emitting sources with rock masses.

Definition of boundary element solution procedures as

either indirect or direct formulations was proposed by Brebbia
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and Butterfield (1978). Both formulations have the usual advan-

tages of boundary element methods, which have been discussed in

detail elsewhere (Brebbia and Walker, 1978). The property of

particular interest operationally relates to the size of the nu-

merical problems generated by physical problems of increasing

size. In general, the size of the numerical problem increases

with the area of excavation surfaces that define the problem ge-

ometry.

The difference between the two general boundary element

formulations is in the method used to construct relations be-

tween induced tractions and displacements on excavation sur-

faces. In direct formulations, induced tractions and displace-

ments are related explicitly through a boundary-constraint equa-

tion obtained by using a reciprocal theorem and applying a fun-

damental (singular) solution of the governing field equations at

points on the excavation surfaces. In indirect formulations,

the procedure followed in satisfying the boundary conditions on

excavation surfaces is to introduce distributions of singulari-

ties over elements representing the excavation boundary. The

intensity of the distribution on each element is then adjusted

to achieve the known surface values of traction or displacement.

For both formulations, once all surface values are known, values

of the field variables (i.e., stress and displacement in the

case of problems in mechanics) can be determined directly from

the surface data.
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In both direct and indirect boundary element formulations,

the choice of the singular solution of the field equations is

arbitrary, although some boundary element practitioners imply

that the solution corresponding to a unit point or line load is

the unique choice. It appears (Brady, 1979) that the particular

singular solution used should take account of problem geometry

as well as the functional variation imposed with respect to ele-

ment intrinsic coordinates.
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2.0 COUPLED THERMAL AND ELASTOSTATIC BOUNDARY ELEMENT SOLUTIONS

2.1 General Description

The cross-section of an excavation in a stressed medium is

shown in Fig. 1(a). The excavation surface (S*) may be subject
* *

to imposed tractions (tx, tY) after excavation, or may undergo

excavation-induced displacements (ux, uy) at any point on the

surface. Also shown in Fig. 1(a) is an infinite line heat

source, of intensity (Q) embedded in the isotropic, elastic me-

dium. Shown in Fig. 1(b) is the surface (S) geometrically iden-

tical to S*, inscribed in a continuum that is stress free at

infinity. Surface (S) is subject to tractions (tx, ty) and dis-

placements (ux, uy). These quantities represent tractions and

displacements that must be induced in an unstressed medium, sub-

ject to known thermal loading, to simulate excavation of the

opening. Thus, if the problem represented by Fig. 1(b) can be

solved, the solution to the problem represented by Fig. 1(a) can

be obtained directly by superposition.

The solution to the problem represented by Fig. 1(b) is ob-

tained by dividing the surface (S) into a number of discrete

elements-say, ne, as shown in Fig. 1(c). For a representative
i i i

element (i), tractions (tx, ty) and displacements (ux, uy) are

assumed constant over the range of the element. For a properly-

posed problem, either tractions or displacements are specified

on any element i. The procedure is to use the known surface

values to calculate the unknown values.
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Fig. 1: (a) Excavation Surface, S* Subject to Imposed Surface
Tractions, ti*, ty*, Displacements ux, uy;
(b) Tractions and Displacements Induced on Surface (S)
in a Medium Stress Free at Infinity;
(c) Discretization of Surface into Boundary Elements
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The following development of the indirect boundary element

routine called HEFF is due to Peterson (1978), St. John (1978),

Hart (1978) and Brady (1980). It bears some resemblance to the

code developed by Bray (1976) for elastostatic problems.

The assumption made in the formulation of the HEFF solution

procedure is that the thermal properties of the material con-

tained within S* in Fig. l(a) are identical to those of the ma-

terial contained within S in Fig. 1(b). This also requires that

no heat be extracted from within S by the ventilation air

stream, so that the temperature distribution around S* is iden-

tical to that around S. This assumption avoids implicit satis-

faction of the thermal boundary conditions on S* and simplifies

considerably the numerical problem to be solved. However, it

may also introduce some limitations on the applicability of the

code.

Whether or not the thermal boundary conditions on S* are

satisfied directly, the solution of the coupled thermal-mechani-

cal problem is simplified substantially by noting that the

thermal and mechanical processes are, in fact, only semicoupled.

That is, while heat sources generate temperature and stress-

displacement fields, imposed boundary tractions or displacements

generate a stress-displacement field in the medium, but no tem-

perature field. This condition, in addition to the assumption.

discussed above, allows the temperature distribution in the me-

dium to be obtained directly form the heat conduction equations.
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The approach used in boundary element solution procedures

is to establish known conditions of traction or displacement on

each element i of the excavation surfaces. It is assumed in the

current procedure that, if the required conditions are estab-

lished at the center of an element, conditions over the complete

range of the element are also satisfied. This introduces dis-

continuities in traction and displacement between adjacent ele-

ments, but these discretization errors, which occur in all nu-

merical methods of stress analysis, are restricted in range-in

this case, to the immediate vicinity of the ends of the ele-

ments.

2.2 Construction of Surface Constraint Equations

Suppose the thermal load in the repository area is repre-

sented by a set (ns) of exponentially-decaying infinite line

sources (ns), each of initial intensity QO and decay constant X.

The temperature, stresses, and displacements resulting from the

thermal loading are given for any point (i) at time (t) by:
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i
O (x,y, t) =

i
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i
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ij 5
a (x,y,t)

j
Q(t)

j
Q (t)

iJ6 i
a (x,y,t) Q(t)

These quantities may thus be calculated directly from the solu-

tion for an exponentially-decaying, infinite line heat source

due to Hart (1978), given in Appendix A.

At a selected time t, Eq. (1) and the known imposed surface

values of traction or displacement define the problem to be

solved. In achieving the known surface values, a set of strip

loads, directed normal and transverse to each element surface,

can be applied to attain any prescribed stress or displacement

distribution in the medium. The local axes for an element are L

and M, directed as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Strip (a) Normal and (b) Shear Loads Applied to 
an

Element in an Infinite Medium
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Normal (N) and shear (S) strip loads, applied to a representa-

tive boundary element (j) of magnitudes (p, p) are shown in
n s

Fig. 2. Expressions for stress and displacement components in-

duced at point (i) in the medium by the strip loads on element

(j) are given in Appendix B. By superposition, induced stresses

and displacements at point i are related to the normal and shear

strip load magnitudes on the ne boundary elements by the expres-

sions:

i ne i; i i; i
ixx = £ ( bp + b p)

j=1 nn s s

i ne ii i ij j
lyy = E ( cp + c p)

j=l nn s s

i ne ij J ij;
Oxy = E ( dp + d p) (2)

j=1 nn s s

i ne i;; iJJ
ux = E ( ep + e p)

j=1 nn s s

i ne i;j ij j
uy= L ( fp + f p)

j=1 nn s s
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iij
If the set of element strip loads (p, p) were known, and

o n s
sources (Q) were defined, Eqs. (1) and (2) could be used to de-

termine temperature, stress and displacement at any point i. To
i i

determine p, p, the points i are taken as the centers of the
n s

boundary elements, and the stress and displacement components

are expressed relative to local axes for each boundary element

oriented parallel and normal to the element as shown in Fig. 2.

Suppose, at a particular time, thermally-induced stresses

and displacements at the center of element i are

iO i iB jO iO

a1 1 , I Fmm I lm , Ul , and um

If excavation-induced tractions and displacements are

ie ie ie
t , t , u , andu
1 m 1 m

the total traction and displacement components to be induced at

i by the element strip loads are:
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i10 ie
t = Ulm + t
1 1

i A0 ie
t = 0mm + t
m m

(33)

i ie ie
u = ul + u
1 1

i A1 ie
U = Um + U
m m

The requirement is to determine the element load magnitudes

which realize the known surface values described by Eq. (3). By

constructing equations similar to Eq. (2) for all elements, in-

duced total tractions and displacements can be related to ele-

ment strip load magnitudes by the expression:

t =G p (4)

u= H p (5)

Equations (4) and (5) each represent sets of 2n simulta-

neous equations. Thus, t, u and p are column vectors of order

2n of tractions, displacements, and element load intensities.

The matrices G and H, each of the order 2n, consist of influence
ii ii

coefficients g , h , calculated directly from the solutions for

unit strip loads on elements, and transforming from the local
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axes for the loaded element to those for the element of inter-

est.

Equations (4) and (5) provide sufficient information to de-

termine unknown surface values of traction or displacement.

Thus, if surface tractions are specified, the solution of Eq.

(4) yields 2n element load magnitudes, which can be used to cal-

culate boundary displacements from Eq. (5). The converse may be

followed if boundary displacements are specified. For the case

of mixed boundary conditions, known surface values may be placed

in the t vector, and appropriate rows interchanged between the G

and H matrices to produce a set of 2n equations in 2n unknowns.

After solution for the vector p of element load intensi-

ties, stresses and displacements due to both thermal and mechan-

ical effects at nominated interior points in the medium are cal-

culated by superposition of appropriate equations from Eqs. (1)

and (2). The temperature at interior points is calculated from

the first expression in Eq. (1).

The time dependence of the solution to a problem is related

to the changes through time of the thermally-induced stresses

and displacements on the surfaces representing the boundaries of

excavations. Therefore, at any specified elapsed time after em-

placement of canisters, different sets of element loads are re-

quired to achieve the imposed conditions at excavation surfaces.

Removal of a canister from the rock mass must be modeled in

such a way as to account for the thermal load history prior to
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removal. This. is achieved in HEFF by switching on a source com-

ponent at the time corresponding to canister removal which has a

strength equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the current

strength of the source to be removed. The same decay constants

are applied for the original source and its canceling component.
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3.0 BOUNDARY ELEMENT SOLUTION PROCEDURE AND PROGRAM OPERATING
INFORMATION

The procedure followed in HEFF in constructing and solving

a thermoelastic problem follows the well-known procedures for

boundary element methods. It involves specifying field condi-

tions, excavation boundary geometries, excavation boundary con-

ditions, and location of interior points of interest.

In the current version of the code, arrays are dimensioned

for 150 boundary elements and a grid consisting of 40 lines

parallel to each of the x- and y-axes. Provision is made for

100 line heat sources, each of which may consist of nine (9) de-

cay components. Lines of interior points, of which there may be

up to 90, may be divided into any appropriate number of interior

points.

3.1 Input Conventions

Global axes used in the program are as shown in Fig. 3(a),

for which the coordinate origin is located at the ground sur-

face. All input data related to problem geometry, temperature

gradient, and stress gradient are therefore given in the nega-

tive y-range. The ground surface in reality should be traction

free and isothermal. The isothermal condition can be modeled in

the program by introducing a set of heat sinks, which are re-

flections of the heat sources about the x-axis. There is no

provision in the program for ensuring that the ground surface is

traction free, so it is recommended that HEFF not be used for

analysis of near-surface excavations.
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Fig. 3: (a) Description of Problem Domain; (b) Straight Line;
(c) Circular Arc Elements; (d) Boundary Element
Geometry; (e) Grid Specifying a Set of Interior Points;
and (f) Line Specifying a Set of Interior Points
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Essential input to the program includes proper description
of excavation surfaces. The following information is given to
clarify details of geometry in input data presentation.

* The boundary of an excavation is defined by dividing
the boundary into a number of segments. Segments
are of two types, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and (c):
(1) straight lines; and (2) circular arcs. The
range of a segment is defined by an initial point
and an end point. The convention used is that, when
the boundary segment is traced from its initial
point to its end point, and one faces the direction
of travel, the solid material lies on the right-hand
side. The geometric specifications of linear and
circular arc segments may be combined to give exca-
vation boundaries of virtually any shape.

* Each segment is divided into a number, NUM, of
boundary elements of equal length for a particular
segment. The position and orientation of an element
are specified internally in the code by its center
and orientation (3) [Fig. 3(d)].

* Temperatures, stresses and displacements are deter-
mined at interior points defined either by a grid,
or by the subdivision of a line into a number of
equal intervals. The grid is defined in Fig. 3(e),
in terms of XRAN (xl,xu), YRAN (yl,yu), and nx and
ny lines parallel to the y- and x-axes, respective-
ly. As shown in Fig. 3(f), the beginning and end of
each line are defined by XB, YB, XE, and YE. The
number of points to be located between the terminal
points of a line is NUMP.

3.2 Code Execution

Input and output from HEFF are performed using a free-field

command line structure similar to that employed in the Itasca

code FLAC. HEFF may be executed in "interactive" mode, with

commands submitted directly from the keyboard, or in "file-

driven" mode, which employs a data file read from hard disk or
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diskette. The job control language for the different modes is

identical.

Job execution commands are based on text command identifi-

ers followed by keywords and related numerical data. The com-

mands are summarized in Section 4. It is observed that only the

first few letters of each command or keyword are in upper-case

characters. This represents the minimum character string to be

typed to allow the command to be recognized.

The notation used to describe and implement a command line

is as follows:

* Words that begin with a lower-case letter stand for num-
bers.

* Integers are expected for a word which begins with
i,j,k,l,m,n; otherwise, a real word is expected.

* A decimal point may be omitted from a real number but
cannot be included in an integer.

* Commands, keywords and numbers may be separated by any
number of spaces, or the symbols

( ) ,1/=

* Optional parameters are identified in brackets of the
form < > (the brackets are not used on the actual com-
mand line).

* An arbitrary number of parameters is indicated by . .

* Any information following an asterisk (*) or semi-colon
(;) on a command line is interpreted as a comment and is
ignored.
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Output from HEFF is in the following three modes.

(1) Numeric data generated during job execution is output
to the screen as follows:

* Input Data

* For Each Specified Timestep, The Following Data

- initial conditions at the center of each element

- boundary stresses, displacements, temperature, and
factors of safety at the center of the boundary
elements

- stresses, displacements, temperature,. and factor
of safety at the nominated interior points in the
medium.

(2) A record of all numerical data generated during job ex-
ecution is listed on a file called "HEFF.LOG". This is
overwritten during execution of a subsequent job. If
the record is required for other processing, "HEFF.LOG"
should be renamed prior to execution of another job.

(3) Graphical output from HEFF provides the following
screen or hard-copy plots of the various parameters
throughout the specified grid:

* tensor plot of principal stresses

* vector plot of displacements

* contour plot of the major principal stresses, sigma 1

* contour plot of the minor principal stresses, sigma 2

* contour plot of the x-component of displacement

* contour plot of the y-component of displacement

* contour plot of the temperature

* contour plot of the factor of safety against rock
mass failure.
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4.0 HEFF COMMANDS

The following commands control HEFF execution

CAll fn.ext

submits a set of commands in the file fn.ext for exe-
cution.

COM)S TOC=value PROP=value QEXP=value

defines the components of the heat sources:

TOC switch on time for the component

PROP proportion which this component constitutes
of source initial strength

QEXP decay constant for the component

GRID NX=nl, NY=n2 XRAN xl Xu YRAN Yl yu

defines the gridpoints at which stress, displacements,
temperature and factor of safety are to be calculated.

NX number of lines in x-direction

NY number of lines in y-direction

XRAN xlxu are lower and upper x-coordinates of
grid

YRAN ylyu are lower and upper y-coordinates of
grid

GSOLVE causes execution to calculate the problem parameters
at the nodes of the defined grid. The boundary value
problem must be solved prior to execution of GSOLVE.

IMAG specifies the effect of image heat sources to be cal-
culated to simulate an isothermal surface.
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LINe NUMP=nl BEG xl Y1 END x2 Y2

specifies the beginning, end, and number of internal
points on a line at which problem parameters are to be
calculated.

NEW specifies that a new problem is to be analyzed and re-
initializes all problem parameters.

PLOT keyword <keyword>

plots problem parameters for the specified grid on the
screen or a Hewlett-Packard pen plotter. Note that
the plotting window needs to be defined prior to ex-
ecution of the PLOT command.

Executable keywords and their resultant actions are:

DIS creates vector plot of displacements

FOS creates contour plot of factor of safety

SIG1 creates contour plot of sigma 1

SIG2 creates contour plot of sigma 2

STR creates tensor plot of principal stresses

TE creates contour plot of temperature

XDIS creates contour plot of x-displacements

YDIS creates contour plot of y-displacements
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PROPs

EESTore

RETurn

SAVE

SCLIN

YM=value PR=value COHESion=value FRIC=value
DENS=value

specifies elastic and compressive strength properties
of the rock mass:

YM Young's modulus

PR Poisson's ratio

COHES cohesion

FRIC angle of internal friction

DENS -mass density

fn.ext

restarts job with data stored in the file fn.ext.

returns code execution to local mode.

fn.ext

stores essential job data in fn.ext for subsequent
restart and job execution.

n xl,yl x2 1Y2

labels contours on any contour plot produced on the
screen or pen plotter:

n the identifier of the scan line

x1,yl coordinates of the beginning of the scan
line

X2,Y2 coordinates of the end of the scan line
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SEG keyword <keyword = value>

defines segments of excavation boundaries from which
boundary element data are generated.

Linear Segment Keywords

LINe defines linear segment

NUM number of boundary elements in segment

KOD code for boundary conditions*

BEG x-,y-coordinates of beginning of segment

END x-,y-coordinates of end of segment

NORM imposed normal component of traction or dis-
placement on segment

SHEAR imposed shear component of traction or dis-
placement on segment

*The c
lows:

KODE

:ode for imposed boundary conditions is as fol-

3=1 surface tractions are specified

=2 surface displacements are specified

=3 normal component of traction, shear com-
ponent of displacement are specified

=4 shear component of traction, normal com-
ponent of displacement are specified.
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SEG (continued)

Circular

ARC

NUM

KOD

CEN

ANG

RAD

NORM

SHEAR

Arc Segment Keywords

defines circular arc segment

number of boundary elements in segment

code for boundary conditions*

x-,y-coordinates of center of arc

angles (in degrees) defining beginning and
end of segment

radius of arc

imposed normal component of traction or dis-
placement on segment

imposed shear component of traction or dis-
placement on segment

*The code
lows:

KODE=1

=2

for imposed boundary conditions is as fol-

surface tractions are specified

surface displacements are specified

=3 normal component of traction, shear com-
ponent of displacement are specified

=4 shear component of traction, normal com-
ponent of displacement are specified.
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SET <keyword>

sets the environment in which execution and post-
processing are conducted. Executable keywords are:

Aspect a

where "a" is the ratio of x to y measured
from a non-square screen image which should
be square. a will generally vary from 0.5
to 1.5, depending on the graphics board and
screen vertical size adjustment

Back background color

0 black
1 blue
2 green
3 cyan
4 red
5 magenta
6 yellow-brown
7 white

Default assumes that color screen is pres-
ent.

BAud b

sets baud rate for output device. The
choices for b are 1200, 2400, 4800 and 9600
bpm. The baud rate can only be set for COM1
or COM2.

CGA or CSC
sets graphics mode to color screen, 320x199
-pixel resolution. This is the default
screen setting.
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SET (continued)

Col n

n is the maximum number of columns on out-
put. Note that the user must set the proper
column mode on the printer prior to HEFF op-
eration. Consult your printer manual for.
the method of setting printer modes.

EGA sets graphics mode to the enhanced graphics
adaptor, 640x350 pixel resolution.

Mono sets graphics mode to monochrome, high reso-
lution

Output = p

sends plotted output to the device connected
to port p where p can be COM1, COM2, LPT1 or
any other port.

Pal 0 -palette number 0.

Line color choices are green, red and
yellow-brown in CGA mode.

1 palette number 1.

Line color choices are cyan, magenta and
white in CGA mode.

Colors for the EGA mode are given with the
PLOT command.

Default = palette number 1.

In the EGA mode, when the palette is
specified with the command SET PAL=n, colors
are user-defined in the PLOT command from
the palette list.

Default is pal = 1.
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SOLVE solves the boundary value problem, and for problem pa-
rameters at specified interior points.

SOURCE XS=value YS=value QS=value TOS=value

specifies location, strength and switch-on time of a
heat source:

YXYS x-,y-coordinates of source

QS initial strength of source

TOS switch-on time

STRESS pxx=value pyy=value pxy=value
dpxx=value dpyy=value dpxy=value

specifies increase in field stress components with
depth. At any point i, the state of stress is given
by:

pxxi = pxx + dpxx*abs(yi)

pyyi = pyy + dpyy*abs(yi)

pxyi = pxy + dpxy*abs(yi)

where y is the depth below ground surface, and pxx,
pyy, pxy are surface reference values for the field
stresses.

STOP exits from HEFF execution.

SYM specifies problem symmetry about the line x=O.
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TEPROp DIFF=value ALPHA=value SPEC=value

specifies thermal properties for the rock mass:

DIFF thermal diffusivity for the medium

ALPHA coefficient of thermal expansion

SPEC specific heat

TIM t

specifies elapsed time t (in years) for output.

TITle interprets the character string on the next line as a
job title, which is printed on any pen plots and re-
corded on restart files.

VRT SURFt=value TGRAD=value

specifies ground temperature parameters, to allow cal-
culation of the initial temperature at element centers
and interior points:

SURFT surface reference temperature

TGRAD temperature gradient, in degrees K/m, of
.depth. Subsurface temperature at point i is
calculated form

ei = SURFt + TGRAD*abs(yi)
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WINDOW <keyword>
<Xi XU Y1 YU>

specifies part of the problem domain within which
problem parameters are to be plotted. Keywords are:

BOUnd sets the region for the window which in-
cludes the boundaries of all excavations in
the problem domain.

AUTO sets the region for the window which in-
cludes all points in the specified grid of
interior points.

Optionally, the window may be defined by the specific
dimensions xl,xu yl,yu, which are the coordinate
boundaries of a rectangular region within the problem
domain.
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5.0 CODE EVALUATION

A comprehensive series of jobs has been performed to check the

accuracy of HEFF, exercise the wide range of code options, and

demonstrate satisfactory performance for the types of problems

which may be encountered in repository design and evaluation

studies. Code evaluation included circular, square and arched

excavations, multiple excavations, multiple heat sources, sym-

metric layouts, and heaters close to and remote from excava-

tions. Only two of the large number of demonstration problems

are reported here as both demonstration and verification stud-

ies.

The first problem is illustrated in Fig. 4(a). It consists

of a circular hole in a biaxial stress field. The HEFF input

data file is given in Table 1. The file defines lines of inte-

rior points oriented in the positive directions of the x- and y-

axes, commencing near the hole boundary, along which stresses

and displacements are to be calculated. Comparisons between

computed principal stresses along the x- and y-axes, and those

from the closed-form solution for a circular hole in an elastic

medium, are shown in Figs. 4(b) and (c). It is seen that minor

differences exist between the HEFF and analytical solutions.

Bearing in mind that only 30 elements were used to model the

circular hole (a number that would reasonably be used for a
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single excavation in practice), the agreement between the inde-

pendent solutions is considered to be satisfactory. Figure 4(d)

compares analytical and computed displacements. It is seen that

HEFF slightly overestimates the magnitude of the displacements

along the y-axis. However, it is suggested that the divergence

between the closed form and HEFF solutions is not sufficient to

limit code application.

Table 1

INPUT FILE FOR CIRCULAR HOLE VERIFICATION PROBLEM

title
it triall2 : circ hole: verifn prob : syn code used it

syc
prop ye 2.5e2 pr 0.25 coh 10 fric 30 dens=10
stress pyy=10 pxx=5
tise 0
seg arc nuan15 kode:l cent 0 -100 rad I angs -90 90
line nua=9 beg I -100 end 3 -100
line nua=9 beg 0 -99 end 0 -97
solve
return
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Verification of the thermal routines in HEFF is impeded by

the absence of closed-form solutions for thermoelastic problems.

In the absence of suitable solutions, a comparison has been con-

ducted of the performances of HEFF and FLACT (Itasca, 1987) in

solution of a simple thermomechanical problem. This consists of

a set of heaters in the sidewalls of an excavation. The HEFF

and FLACT problems were exactly comparable, in terms of heating

time (one year), properties of the medium, the geometry of the

opening, and the rate of heat input into the rock mass. In

HEFF, the heat input of 300 W/m (considering the out-of-plane

direction) was defined by ten (10) individual line heaters, each

of 30 W/m output. In FLACT, the heating was represented direct-

ly as s flux of 84.5 W/m2, over the length of 3.55m representing

the heaters.

The input files for the HEFF job are given in Table 2.

Problem geometry and output from the HEFF analysis is given in

Figs. 5(a) through 5(h), with the location of heaters shown in

Fig. 5(a). The plots show the required levels of symmetry, and

appropriate qualitative response in terms of principal stress,

displacement and temperature contours relative to the heaters

and boundaries.
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Table 2

HEFF INPUT FILES FOR SQUARE HOLE VERIFICATION PROBLEM

title
to tri 11 : square hole : line of sidevall heaters : sys code used t

sys
prop ye 50e9 pr 0.25 coh lOe6 fric 30 dens 2800
time I
thprop diff 4.12e-7 alpha 6.5e-6 spec 1250
conp toc:0 prop=! qexp=0
sourcr xsz4.45 ysz-97.58 qs:30 tos:0
source xs=4.84 ysc-97.58 qs'30 tos=0
source xss5.24 ys:-97.5 qs230 tos=0
source xsz5.63 ys:-97.58 qsz30 tosz0
source is-6.03 ys:-97.58 qs:30 tos=0
source xs:6.42 ys:-97.58 qs:30 tos:O
source xsa6.82 ysz-97.58 qs=30 tos:0
source xs27.21 ysc-97.58 qsx30 tos:0
source xsz'.61 ys:-97.58 qs=30 tos=0
source xsz8.00 ys:-97.58 qs:30 tos:0
seg line nuo 4 tod:l beg 0 -100 end 2.47 -100 nors=0 shear=0
sea line num:9 tod:! beg 2.47 -100 end 2.47 -95.16 nore:0 sheart0
seg line nua:4 kod=1 beg 2.47 -95.16 end 0 -95.16 norm 0 shear 0
solve
return

time I
grid nxz21 ny:21 sran 2.47 10.47 yran -101.58 -93.58
gsolve
return

title
*1 tri 11 : square hole : line of sidevall heaters : sys code used El

sys
prop ya SWe9 pr 0.25 coh WSe6 fric 30 dens 2800
time I
line nus 19 beg 2.47 -96.4 end 12.47 -96.4
thprop diff 4.12e-7 alpha 6.Se-6 spec 1250
comp toc:0 prop:l qexp:O
source xsz4.45 ys:-97.58 qs:30 tos:0
source xs=4.84 ys:-97.58 qs=30 tos=0
source xs=5.24 ys:-97.58 qs=30 tos:0
source xs=5.63 ysz-97.58 qs:30 tos=0
source xs=6.03 ys:-97.38 qs=30 tos:0
source xs=6.42 ys:-97.S8 qs:30 tos=0
source xs=E.82 ys:-97.58 asz30 tos:0
source xs=7.21 ysz-97.59 qs=30 tos=0
source is:7.61 yss-97.58 qs:30 tos=0
source ss=8.00 ys:-97.58 qs:30 tos=0
seg line nume4 kod:l beg 0 -100 end 2.47 -100 nors:0 shear=0
seg line nume9 tod=: beg 2.47 -100 end 2.47 -95.16 nors=0 shear:O
seg line nus=4 kod:l beg 2.47 -95.16 end 0 -95.16 norc 0 shear 0
solve
return
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The input to and output from the FLACT analysis are given

in Table 3 and Figs. 6(a) through 6(e). Figures 6(a) and (b)

show, respectively, the complete grid for the problem and a

window within which stresses, displacements and temperatures are

compared with the output from HEFF. Figures 6(c) and (d) are

tensor and vector plots of stresses and displacements, respec-

tively, and can be compared directly with Figs. 5(b) and (c).

Figure 6(e) is a temperature contour plot, which can be compared

with Fig. 5(f).

From the point of view of close and direct comparison of

the performance of HEFF and FLACT, the procedure followed has

been to inspect the stress, displacement and temperature distri-

butions along the reference line shown in Fig. 5(a) for HEFF and

in the zones and at the adjacent gridpoints shown in Fig. 6(b)

for FLACT. The comparisons are shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a),

the principal stresses are shown to follow the same variation

along the reference line, but the plots are offset in the sense

of greater magnitude for the FLACT stresses. This can be readi-

ly appreciated when it is recalled that FLACT uses constant

strain triangular zones in the solution procedure. It is not

surprising that it will overestimate stresses where the stress

gradients are high, as is the case so close to the heat sources.
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Table 3

FLACT INPUT FILE FOR SQUARE HOLE VERIFICATION PROBLEM

title
a Yerifn Job : compare flac2t and heff t

gr 15,30
mod elas
theod iso
prop bu 33.33e9 sh=20e9 dens=2800 spec=1250 cond=1.442 thexp=1.95e-5
gen 0,0 0,20 20,20 20,0 rat 1.075 0.925 i:1,16 jl,i6
gen same 0,40 20,40 same rat 1.075 1.075 i:l,16 j=16,31
aod null i:1,3 j:l3,18
fix y j=l
fix y j=31
fix x ijl
fix X i=J16
* init rock temp
ini te 0
t apply line heat source
thapp flux 84.51 0.0 j:16 iS6,9
set cloe 360
set step 2500
solve
tit
* Heat Source in Tunnel gall :Initial State t

save yearO.sav
set thdt=8.64e4
# solve thermal problem
thsolve step=1064 tee=S00 clo 360
t solve mech. problet
solve
tit
m Heat Source in Tunnel Yall : Elapsed Time I Yr t

save yearl.say
return
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The comparison between displacements calculated at grid-

points in FLACT, and along a reference line in HEFF bounded by

the FLACT gridpoints, is shown in Fig. 7(b). It is noted that

the plots of uy displacements from FLACT bound the plot of uy.

generated from HEFF. For the ux displacement, within about lOi

of the hole center, the comparison between the plots is accept-

able. Beyond that, the divergence between the HEFF and FLACT

plots is explicable on the basis of the fixed boundary selected

for the FLACT analysis.

Temperature distributions derived from HEFF and FLACT are

shown in Fig. 7(c). Except near the hole boundary, the HEFF

temperature distribution is properly bounded by the FLACT dis-

tributions determined for the adjacent lines of gridpoints.

In assessing the comparison of the HEFF and FLACT analyses

of the square hole problem, it is notable that results with a

satisfactory degree of correspondence have been obtained from

solution procedures completely different in formulation and im-

plementation. Even though some discrepancies between the FLACT

and HEFF results have been observed, they are minor when it is

observed that the FLACT mesh was quite coarse, and the func-

tional variation in FLACT is constrained, probably producing in-

ferior performance in areas of high temperature gradient. It is

concluded that the HEFF and FLACT studies confirm the satisfac-

tory performance of both codes.
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APPENDIX A

TEMPERATURE, STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS
DUE TO EXPONENTIALLY-DECAYING OR CONSTANT,

INFINITE LINE HEAT SOURCES

An instantaneous, infinite line heat source applied in an infi-
nite medium induces temperature (T), stresses (a) and displace-
ments (u) that are given by the following expressions:

T = Qo exp(-r2/41t)/47CKt) (A-i)

Orr = G m Qo [1 - exp(-r2 /4xt)]/ (r 2 ) (A-2)

oee = G m Q0 ((1 + 2r2/4xt) exp(-r2/4Kt) - 1]/(iir2) (A-3)

Ur = m Qo [1 - exp(-r 2/4Kt)]/27cr (A-4)

where compressive stresses are positive,

Q= heat generation at source,

K= diffusivity,

t time,

r = radial distance,

G = shear modulus,

a = thermal expansion coefficient, and

v = Poisson's ratio.

Temperature, stresses and displacements induced by a line heat
source operating through a finite time period are obtained by



A-2

integration
ing time (X)

T =
410C

Gm
err = Xr2

Gm

Ur = 27r2

m
Ur =2ur

of these expressions with respect to source operat-

t ¢C() dexp-r2/4z(t-,)H/(t-,0 dr (A-5i)

4, (IC)[1-exp[-r2/4K(t-,0 I do

r *~~~ 2r2 e[- 2/4ic(t---)]¢(IC) [1 + (r/ exp -r ))I -1] dd

t ¢(r) [1 - exp[-r2/4X(t-,CJ]I dr

(A-6)

(A-7)

(A-8)

where *(C) describes the time dependence of the heat generation.

In order to solve these equations for an exponentially-decaying
heat generation, three integrals must be evaluated:

Ii = r~ COd (A-9)

I2 = 1)
exp[-r 2 /4ic(t-fl] dT

t -1
(A-10)

I3 = ¢3N) exP[-r2/4=K(t-j- dl (A-11)



A-3

For an exponentially-decaying heat source with a decay constant
(k), the time dependence of heat generation is given by:

*(t) = Q0 exp(-t) (A-12)

where Qo = the initial strength of the source.

The integral (Ij) can be established readily for an exponenti-
ally-decaying function and is given by:

1 - exp(-t)
1 = (A-13)

Integrals I2 and I3 cannot be established in closed form, but
can be expressed as the sums of infinite series involving the
exponential integral Ei.

It is found that:

I2 = Qo exp(-4t) [-Ei (-r2/41t) +

( 1) n-i
+ Ei (-r2/4ict)]

(n-i)!

CO n-i
Z A exp(-r 2 /4rt) Z B

n=2 k=1

(A-14)

Xn-1 (r2/4-K)n-1
where A =

(n-i)

(_-) k-1
n-k , and (A-15)

(n-i) (n-2) . . . (n-k) (r2 /41ct)

and the exponential integral for this case is defined by



A-4

Ei (-r2/4Kt) = X + ln(r 2/4Kt) + (
k=l k * k !

(A-16)

I3 is given by:

3 = 0 exP(Xt) C exp(-r2/4Kt) Z B - Ei (-r2/4]t)
n=2 k=l (n-l)!

(A-17)

Xn-2 (r2 /41C)n-l
where C -=(

(n-2)!

These expressions for I1, I2, I3 can then be used to establish
solutions for temperature, stresses, and displacement due to an
exponentially-decaying line heat source:

Qo exp(-At) [ r n-l
T = - -Ei(-r2/4xt) + E A (exp(-r2/4xt) £ B

4x n=2 k=1

(-1) n-i
_Ei (r/K)

(n-i)
(A-18)

Qo Gm 1 - exp(-Xt)
rr = -r 2 - exp(-t)

O ~n-1
£ C [exp(-r2/4Kt) Z B

n=2 k=l

(_j n-l Ei (-r2/41ct)]]
(n-i)

(A-19)
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Qo Gm 1 - exp(-lt) r2
old = - -2 exp(- t) - Ei(-r2/4ict)

r2 n-l
+ exp(-2t) z [(C + 2 - A) (exp(-r2 /4ict) I B

n=2 4ic k=l

(-1) Ei(-r2/41ct)] (A-20)
(n-i)!J

QO m r l -exp(-t) n-
mr 1 - exp(-4t) E C [exp(-r 2/4ict) n= B

(1r2 nn=2 k=l

Ei(-r2/4ict)] (A-21)
(n-) j

The usual problem in the numerical application of solutions such
as these in the form of infinite series is the effect of ne-
glecting higher order terms. In HEFF, up to 40 terms may be
considered in determining sufficiently accurate values for tem-
perature, stress, and displacement contours.

Finally, we note that a constant heat source is a special case
of a decaying heat source (I = 0). Under such circumstances,
the equations for temperatures, stresses and displacements are:

-Qo
T = - Ei (-r 2/4xt) (A-22)

Q0 Gm t r 2 exp(-r 2 /4Kt) 2/ ]
Orr ir2 M C [ + Ei (A-23)
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CF-o = 2 [t exp(-r 2 /41ct) - r Ei (-r 2 /41Ct) - ti (A-24)

Q0 m t r 2 [ exp(-r 2 /41ct) 1+ Ei (-r2/41t I (A-25)

Ur = 2 t r 4 r 2/41Ct 4



APPENDIX B

STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS DUE TO INFINITE STRIP LOADS
IN AN INFINITE ELASTIC MEDIUM

(a) Transverse Loadinq

y

(Px):

Li

K

Px
=ux~ 87C (1-v) [(3-2v) in r2 +

1
cos2O )2

Px
Uyy = 8ix l-v) [-(1-2V) in r2

1
- dos26]2

Px
= 8y( - v

1
(4(1-v)O - sin2O] 2

ux= 8nG(l-v) [x-yo -
1

(3-4v) (x in r - x + Y)1

Px
12-= 8XG(I V

1
yj [in r]2
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(b) Normal Load (py):

i (X; Yj)

Py 1
Oxx 8 S (1 V) [4VO - sin2612

YY 8iC(1-v) [4(1-v) 8 + sin20J2

CY 8(1- ) [(1-v) in r2 - cos26]2

Py1
Ux = (in rJ2

Bx G(l-v) i

Uy = 8 (Y [yO - (3-4v) [x in r - x + YO]2
uy-8icG(1-V)2

where r2 = (xi - xjB)2 + yi2,

6 = 1,2,

xjl,xj2 = coordinates of element ends,

xi,yi = coordinates of the point of interest, and

01,02 = as defined in the diagrams above.




